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ABSTRACT This study investigated the effects of ultrasound on the intracellular [Ca21] of Chinese hamster ovary cells in the
presence of albumin-encapsulated Optison microbubbles. Cells were exposed to 1 MHz ultrasound (tone burst of 0.2 s duration,
0.45 MPa peak pressure) while immersed in solution of 0.9 mM Ca21. Calcium imaging of the cells was performed using digital
video ﬂuorescence microscopy and Ca21-indicator dye fura-2AM. Experimental evidence indicated that ultrasound caused a
direct microbubble-cell interaction resulting in the breaking and eventual dissolution of the microbubble and concomitant
permeabilization of the cells to Ca21. These cells exhibited a large inﬂux of Ca21 over 3–4 s and did not return to their equilibrium
levels. Subsequently, some cells exhibited one ormoreCa21 oscillations with the onset of oscillations delayed by 10–80 s after the
ultrasound pulse. A variety of oscillations were observed including decaying oscillations returning to the baseline value over 35–
100 s, oscillations superimposed on amore gradual recovery over 150–200 s, and oscillations continuedwith increased amplitude
caused by a second ultrasound tone burst. The delays in onset appeared to result from calciumwaves that propagated across the
cells after the application of the ultrasound pulse.
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Mechanical stresses on cells due to direct contact (1), ﬂuid
ﬂow (2), and ultrasound (US) (3) induce intracellular [Ca21]
([Ca21]i) transients. In particular, sonoporation, orUS-induced
plasma membrane poration, is facilitated and increased by the
use of microbubbles in the extracellular solution, thereby
enhancing its potential for intracellular drug and gene delivery
(4). In addition, Ca21 plays an important role in cell recovery
after sonoporation (5). Recent studies using calcium imaging
showUS-induced increases in [Ca21]i in various types of cells
(6–10). In this study we report the observation of [Ca21]i os-
cillations and waves induced by US in Chinese hamster ovary
(CHO) cells in a solution containing microbubbles.
CHO cells are a line of epithelial-like cells widely used as a
mammalian cell model. For our experiments, the cells were
grown in culture dishes for 3 days following standard proto-
cols. As described previously (8), the cells were ﬁrst loaded in
darkness with a 5-mM fura-2 AM (Invitrogen, Carlsbad, CA)
solution for 60 min. Next, the cells were washed and
immersed in a phosphate-buffered solution with [Ca21]o ¼
0.9mMat room temperature and placed under themicroscope
for online measurement. One or more 1 MHz tone bursts
(0.2 s, 0.45 MPa) were applied to the cells using an US trans-
ducer (Panametrics, Waltham, MA) with its 3/4-inch active
element immersed in solution in the absence or presence of
5% Optison (GE Healthcare, Princeton, NJ), an US imaging
contrast agent consisting of albumin-encapsulated C3F8 gas
bubbles (;3 mm mean diameter). For fura-2 ratiometric
imaging, the cells were excited alternatingly with light at 380
and 340 nm from a Xe lamp, and the emission images ﬁltered
at 510 nmwere acquired using an invertedmicroscope (Nikon
TE-300, Melville, NY) with a cooled charge-coupled device
camera (Photometrics Coolsnap HQ, Tucson, AZ) in pairs
every;0.63 s continuously for the duration of the experiment.
Fig. 1 shows a series of cell images with 380 nm excitation
when US was applied at 30.0 s. The image at 31.0 s shows
dark spots (arrows) and reduced ﬂuorescence intensity
within two adjacent cells (open arrows). The corresponding
340 nm images (not shown) increased in brightness in the
same cells, indicating an increase in ratio R ¼ F340/F380 and
thereby [Ca21]i after the US pulse. No changes in [Ca
21]i
were observed in our experiment without US or with US in
the absence of Optison.
We interpret the dark spots to be the remaining gas cores
of Optison that have been destroyed by the US pulse. We
believe that they are not intact Optison because: i), they did
not appear to ﬂuoresce like other Optison (cf. Fig. 2); and ii),
they appeared to rapidly (,3 s) dissolve into the ﬂuid.
Optison would be expected to ﬂuoresce at visible wave-
lengths given that it is encapsulated by shells of human serum
albumin (11). Moreover, recent studies suggest that residual
gas cores can result from US-treated Optison adjacent to a
cellular monolayer (12), and US-destroyed Optison dissolve
within a few seconds (13).
Fig. 2 shows the ratio R of the spatial mean ﬂuorescence
intensities within a cell as a function of time for several sets
of cells. US pulses were applied at 30 and 210 s. Fig. 2 A
shows the ratio plots of two of the cells in Fig. 1. One cell
(red) appeared to directly interact with the microbubbles,
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resulting in an inﬂux of Ca21 such that the [Ca21]i did not
recover. (The noisy signal in the ratio results from the 380
nm intensities being close to the background level.) Rise
time to the maximum was 3–4 s. In contrast, a nearby cell
experienced a transient rise in [Ca21]i after a delay of 10 s
but eventually recovered after 140 s. Fig. 2 B shows similar
response by cells in a separate area of the dish initiated by
different microbubbles. Rise time to the peak was 3–4 s.
Time of recovery to equilibrium [Ca21]i for shown adjacent
cells ranged from 35 to 100 s.
We observed that many cells experience their initial peak
in [Ca21]i after the US pulse has ended, and their recoveries
exhibited different dynamic behaviors. Fig. 2, C andD, show
examples of cells with decaying [Ca21]i transients with
oscillations. The cells showed an increase in [Ca21]i over 3–4
s and then decayed back to equilibrium over 150–200 s, with
a delayed onset of 8–10 s from the US application. The
observed period of the oscillations ranged from 20 to 30 s. In
general, the oscillations tend to extend the recovery time. The
increase after the second US pulse was less than the ﬁrst. Fig.
2 E shows transients with the oscillations sustained by the
second US pulse. This effect was less commonly observed
than those shown in Fig. 2, C and D. Panel F shows the
initiation of oscillations in cells far from the region of direct
microbubble interaction. The onset of the oscillations was
much delayed, up to 80 s for one cell. The oscillations had
comparable amplitude and period (;20 s) to those in Fig. 2,
C–E, but were nearly in phase for adjacent cells. In addition,
one cell had only single cycle of oscillation, whereas another
‘‘skipped’’ an oscillation cycle relative to its neighbor. In all
the cases shown except Fig. 2 E, the [Ca21]i response to the
second US pulse occurred after a 20–60 s delay. Finally, Fig.
2 G shows a background-corrected 380-nm image before US
exposure. Several intact Optison bubbles are seen quite
clearly and remained easily visible after US exposure, in
contrast to the bubbles seen in Fig. 1.
The delays between the US pulses and the calcium
responses of many cells appeared to result from propagating
waves. Fig. 3 A shows a 380-nm image with a line drawn
across the set of cells corresponding to the dashed red line in
Fig. 2 G. Fig. 3 B shows a ‘‘linescan’’ image, which is con-
structed by recording the ratio value at locations along the line
drawn in Fig. 3 A at each time point. The value of the ratio is
color-coded and modulated by the intensity of the 340-nm
images to suppress image noise in background. The linescan
shows a wave traveling from right to left, or from region B
through D, to F, in Fig. 2 G. The initial velocity of the wave
(10–12 mm/s) slowed signiﬁcantly when the wave encoun-
tered a larger cell (bright spot in image). A similar wave that
FIGURE 1 Fluorescence images of CHO cells loaded with fura-
2 AM before and after ultrasound (US) treatment (380-nm exci-
tation, ﬁltered 510-nm emission) in [Ca21]5 0.9 mM solution. The
arrows point to microbubbles that appear after the US is applied.
The cells (open arrows) to the left of the bubbles darken, indi-
cating increased intracellular [Ca21]. The microbubbles eventu-
ally dissolve into the surrounding ﬂuid.
FIGURE 2 US-induced [Ca21]i oscillations in CHO cells in the
same ﬁeld of view. The cells are immersed in [Ca21]o 5 0.9 mM
solution for two US pulses applied at 30 and 210 s. (A, B) Cells
that do not recover or show decay to baseline. (C, D) Cells with
slower decay to baseline and superimposed oscillations. (E)
Cells with superimposed oscillations sustained by the second
ultrasound pulse. (F) Cells with oscillations of one, two, and three
cycles with smaller or no underlying transient. (G) Background-
corrected image with map of manually segmented cells shown in
graphs A–F.
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propagated after the second US pulse (data not shown) was
found to correlate with the delays seen in Fig. 2 after 210 s.
Based on these results, we hypothesize that the cells that do
not recover in Fig. 2, A and B, are irreversibly porated by US-
bubble interactions, such asmicrojets from asymmetric bubble
collapse or ballistic shell-fragment penetration (12), and the
subsequently delayed [Ca21]i response by adjacent cells is the
result of calcium waves originating from the cells porated by
the microbubbles. Suggested mechanisms for mechanically
induced calcium oscillations and waves include the propaga-
tion of second messengers like IP3 through gap junctions and
activation of receptors on adjacent cells following release of
paracrine factors into the extracellular space, with the speciﬁc
mechanism varying with cell type and species (14). Calcium
wave speed propagation via gap junctions has been typically
reported in the range of 10–30 mm/s (14), which encompasses
the initial speed seen in Fig. 3. Although the observed
movement of intact bubbles indicated weak ﬂuid movement
(,2 mm/s) from Optison mixing and US streaming, it was not
correlated with the direction of wave propagation. Calcium
wave propagation also appears to have occurred across regions
around cells that did not show changes in [Ca21]i and across
regions without cells, suggesting a paracrine factor in these
cases. In epithelial airway cells, direct mechanical stimulation
after ATP stimulation was shown to increase the amplitude of
subsequent oscillations (15), similar to Fig. 2 E. However, still
other mechanisms may be at work. For example, it has been
shown that in cells exposed to microbubbles H2O2 and Ca
21
can be increased using US of comparable amplitude to this
study, though with pulsed US and 10-s exposure time (9).
Furthermore, introduction of catalase, an H2O2 scavenger,
reduced the Ca21 inﬂux, suggesting that reactive oxygen
species may also play a role in membrane permeabilization.
Although we concentrated on measurements from one set
of measurements in this letter, experiments on nine more sets
of cells with [Ca21]o ¼ 0.9 mM or 2.5 mM showed similar
oscillations and waves. Experiments with [Ca21]o ¼ 0 mM
showed no oscillations or waves. Additional work is neces-
sary to elucidate the mechanisms of US-induced changes in
intracellular calcium activities in CHO cells and other cell
types. Investigation of these mechanisms will be important
for understanding the bioeffects of US in various applications
including intracellular drug and gene delivery via US.
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FIGURE 3 [Ca21] waves and oscillations in CHO cells im-
mersed in [Ca21] 5 0.9 mM solution stimulated by an ultrasound
pulse at 30 s. (A) Deﬁnition of tracking line on 380-nm image. (B)
Intensity-modulated display of ratio as a function of time along
the line shown in image A. The dashed line is added as a guide to
show the delayed initiation.
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